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Ofﬁcial Team Racewear 2015
FF Corse has teamed up with Stand 21 UK to offer their drivers the most advanced
race wear on the market today. As you would expect, the suits and helmets are
made-to-measure, giving optimum comfort and safety, a prerequisite for any racing
driver. Please take time to read through the product range description available from
FF Corse, to better understand why the partnership has been created with Stand 21UK.
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Suits
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W FFC121 Entry level suit, very robust material, 3 layers with

stretchable panel on the back, and floating sleeves.
FFC221 Amazing breathable and looking fabric with only 2 layers,
comes with full ﬂoating sleeves and the fabric helps transfer body heat
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FFC221 EVO The evolution of the FFC221 ! Same material, but comfort
and fitting increased by a new pattern and a stretchable panel.

FFC3000 The most breathable suit offered in the world ! The FFC3000 made
with stretchable 2 layers materials brings you a large freedom of movement.
The perfect suit for endurance racing series and hot weather.
Optional Air Force attachment available.
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FFC221 AIR-S Extremely light, made with a brand new material, this suit
is the most breathable light fabric suit you can find. It comes with 3 layers,
stretchable panel, floating sleeves and a stunning cut. A must have !
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COLOUR OPTIONS
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Model shown
is based on a black
FFC121 suit and
features ﬂoating
sleeves, stretchable
panel on the back
and is the
most robust
made-to-measure
race suit available
today…
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Ofﬁcial Team Racewear 2015
Boots
The FF Corse boost follow the same design cues as the suit.
There is space available on the strap to have your name embroidered
if you wish. The boot itself is constructed from high quality leather and
features an anti vibration sole and shock absorbing heel.
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! The FFC Silhouette is fully
W supportive to your ankle and
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Hans Device Quietly introduced almost ten years ago, the HANS Device
helps protect the racing driver from a basilar skull fracture - motorsport’s
most common killer. Stand 21 is the world’s largest manufacturer
of the HANS Device, which is now mandatory in the majority
of international FIA events. It is available in ﬁve inclines
with three widths - so speak to your Stand 21 representative
for advice on choosing the right product for your car.
Starting from £258

offers great feedback through
the sole of the boot.
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The FFC Daytona II is our most
popular selling boot and offers
exceptional comfort.

FFC Daytona & FFC OSII Much like the FF Corse boots,
the gloves follow the same design theme and, again,
there is space available on the strap to have you name
embroidered if you wish.
The gloves are available with inside and outside seams to
reach every drivers requirements.

NAME

Snell & FIA 8860 Stand 21 made its ﬁrst helmet in 1991 and, like
many of its products, it would revolutionise how racing
drivers’ are protected. To this day Stand 21 has only ever
created carbon ﬁbre safety helmets - due to its
strength qualities - and continues to with its latest
creation, the IVOS. Short for ‘Improved Vision,
Optimised Safety’ the IVOS has a very wide aperture
and sculpted back to accommodate the introduction
of a HANS Device (see above) without
sacriﬁcing driver comfort. Safety is paramount,
combined with the strong carbon ﬁbre outer
shell, is a unique liner used only by Stand 21.
Created from Arpro EPP, the material has a memory
like property for maximum protection against
multiple impacts, a product that no other helmet
manufacturer utilises. With a full made-to-measure
interior, the IVOS is the safest helmet on the
market today…
Handmade in Stand 21 factory in Dijon, you have
the possibility to ask for your own design.
Starting from £1325
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Price List
Suits
FF Corse 121 - £1385
FF Corse 221 HSC - £1835
FF Corse 221 HSC EVO - £1955
FF Corse 3000 HSC - £2105
FF Corse 221 AIR-S - £2075

Boots
FF Corse Daytona II - £325
FF Corse Silhouette - £380

Gloves
FF Corse Daytona - £220
FF Corse OSII - £245

All prices are subject to VAT

20% discount is available on FF Corse Team Racewear
(only products as listed above) when purchased through FF Corse

